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TTHE ESSENCE AND STRUCTURE 
OF PUBLIC ASSETS

When clarifying the rudiments, our starting
point is that the notion of public assets is close-
ly related to the community and the executive
power. Each community – including the
Hungarian nation – has common affairs.
Common affairs include public health, social
provisions or education. The management of
these common affairs requires funding, and it
also needs some kind of organisation, institu-
tions and persons that organise the arrange-
ment of these matters. The source of common
affairs may be public assets, which partly consist
of already existing properties, such as natural
resources (like rivers, mountains, treasures of
the earth), and also consists of supplied goods,

which are collected by the community, for
example in the form of taxes or work directly
performed by the members of the community.
The organisation that organises these activities
is the state at national level and the local gov-
ernment in smaller communities. 

In my opinion, this is where the notion and
essence of public assets may be deduced from.
The essence of public assets is their purpose:
public assets ensure the existence of the com-
munity; their fundamental goal is to serve last-
ing public interest. 

The lesson drawn from what was written in
connection with the terminology is that for the
uniform use of the notions related to public
assets a consistent and uniform conceptual
apparatus and regulatory structure valid for the
legal system as a whole have to be created, the
basis of which is the Constitution.

Accordingly, it has to be laid down that
public assets have two basic forms: state
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assets and local government assets. State
assets are owned by the whole community,
whereas a partial community is behind local
government assets.

Based on the purpose of the assets, treasury
property and business property are distin-
guished within state assets. Treasury property
basically ensures the functioning of the execu-
tive power and the discharge of state duties.
Therefore, these assets are non-marketable or
their marketability is limited; they have to be
preserved for future generations by all means.
Business property is freely marketable: it can
be sold or managed. Today, clearly the latter
enjoys priority; the objective is the implemen-
tation of proper management.

The situation is similar with local govern-
ment assets; nominal assets and entrepreneurial
assets are distinguished here on the basis of the
purpose of the assets. Nominal assets serve the
purpose of performing the basic tasks; they are
non-marketable or their marketability is limit-
ed. On the other hand, entrepreneurial assets
are marketable. 

THE ESSENCE AND ELEMENTS 
OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP

Public ownership is nothing else but the pro-
prietary legal relationship related to public
assets.1 Although there are views that the
notions and dogmatic elements elaborated in
connection with private ownership cannot be
interpreted for public ownership2, I am of the
opinion that stemming from the requirement
of legal certainty and from the abstraction
demand, which is the essence of law, the same
conceptual apparatus has to be applied for the
description of private ownership and public
ownership. Accordingly, the elements of pro-
prietary legal relationship (its subject, object
and content) can be examined in connection
with public ownership as well.

Accordingly, with regard to the establishment
of the essence of the two types of ownership,
our basic task is to clarify the subject, object and
content of private and public ownership. 

These questions are relatively easy to answer
in connection with private ownership. The sub-
ject of private ownership is usually a specific
person (private person, legal entity or unincor-
porated organisation); its object may be any
object or natural force that can be utilised as an
object, whereas its content is given by rights
and obligations stemming from ownership.
Basically, the rights providing the content of
private ownership are the rights of possession,
beneficial use, exploitation and the right to dis-
pose of the object of ownership. 

The situation is not so simple in connection
with public ownership, mainly because already
the clarification of the subject of public owner-
ship may run into difficulties. In my opinion,
the subject of public ownership is the communi-
ty: the nation or a certain smaller portion of the
nation, such as the local community, in view of
the local governments. At the same time, the
question arises how the community as the sub-
ject of the legal relationship can exercise the
owner’s partial rights and meet its possible
obligations. Obviously, the community cannot
directly wield power over the object of public
ownership; this is notionally excluded.  

Therefore, the community transfers the
exercising of the rights and performance of
the obligations constituting the content of the
proprietary legal relationship to the state and
to local governments. In this context, the
state and the local governments represent the
community and exercise the owner’s powers
on behalf and in favour of the community.
However, the matter has not been settled in a
satisfactory manner even in this way, as the
state (and the local government) itself is also
an artificial subject of public law, it does not
have legal capacity, and is able to behave and
act only through its organs. In this context,
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however, the question is which body within
the state may exercise the owner’s rights
regarding public assets. The justification of
the 1989 amendment to the effective
Constitution of Hungary stipulates that ‘only
organisations that represent the people as a
whole may dispose of state property’.
Although this is not qualified as a legal regu-
lation, upon the interpretation of the
Constitution the justification is of consider-
able importance. Inter alia, this is exactly the
sentence which is the source of the – current-
ly revived – debate in search of the reply to the
question: which organisation represents the
people as a whole, and – keeping this principle
– in what organisational form is it possible to
solve the issue of disposal of state property?
Another way of formulating this question is:
what is the task of the National Assembly, the
Government, the minister responsible for the
supervision of state assets or the Hungarian
State Holding Company (hereinafter: MNV
Zrt.) in the scope of exercising the rights
stemming from public ownership? 

With regard to the object of public ownership,
it can be established that – similarly to private
ownership – it can be any object or natural
force that can be utilised as an object. What
needs to be added here is that there are things
that can only be the object of public ownership
such as the treasures of the earth.

The content of public ownership is constitut-
ed by the rights and obligations stemming from
the legal relationship. Here it needs to be men-
tioned that in the scope of public ownership
special rules prevail with regard to exercising
partial rights and the transfer of their exercis-
ing. It is also important that with regard to
some of the objects of public ownership the
right to dispose cannot be exercised or can be
exercised only to a limited extent, as treasury
property and local government nominal assets
are non-marketable or their marketability is
limited. 

EXERCISING THE PARTIAL RIGHTS 
OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP

According to the traditional property law
approach, the partial rights of public ownership
are the rights of possession, beneficial use,
exploitation and disposal. Slightly different
notions are used for the asset elements that are
marketable with or without limitations in Act
LXV of 1990 on Local Governments (here-
inafter: ötv) and Act CVI of 2007 on State
Property (hereinafter: vtv) as they make a dis-
tinction between the right of financial manage-
ment of the property (asset management) and
the right of alienation. This conflict is not irre-
solvable as, in terms of content, financial man-
agement and asset management roughly corre-
spond to the right of possession, beneficial use
and exploitation, whereas alienation is the most
significant element of the right of disposal.

The act containing provisions regarding the
two main types of national assets specifies those
who may exercise the owner’s rights over the
objects of national assets. All the property rights
and obligations of the Hungarian State regard-
ing the objects of state property are basically
exercised by the minister responsible for the
supervision of state assets, who performs this
task mainly through MNV Zrt. and, concerning
some asset elements, through the Hungarian
Development Bank and the National Land Fund
Management Organisation. (Considering that
regarding the greater part of state assets, it is
MNV Zrt. that exercises the owner’s rights,
with regard to state assets this study focuses on
the scope of duties and the powers of MNV
Zrt.) The representative council is qualified as
the organ that exercises the owner’s rights over
the assets of the local government. However,
all this does not necessarily mean that these
organs exercise all the owner’s partial rights
themselves.

The partial rights may be exercised as fol-
lows.
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Right of alienation (right of disposal): 
• with regard to state assets, the right of

alienation is exercised by MNV Zrt.;
• concerning local government assets, the

representative council of the given local
government is entitled to exercise this right. 

Other rights (possession, use, exploitation –
management of the assets):

• regarding state assets, some asset elements
may be managed by the MNV Zrt. itself by
virtue of law. Or, it may transfer the exer-
cising of these rights to a central budgetary
institution, natural person or legal entity
or unincorporated economic organisation
on the basis of a contract – especially rent,
lease, contract-based beneficial ownership,
asset management and assignment. [See
Section 23(1) of the vtv] Based on the
asset management contract, the asset man-
ager is entitled to possess, use and benefit
from the object in specified state owner-
ship [Section 27(2) of the vtv];

• concerning local government assets, they
may be managed by the local government
(representative council) itself by virtue of
law. Representative councils often set up a
separate entity for this purpose (for exam-
ple, an asset management office). Another
possibility is that the representative coun-
cil transfers the asset management right to
a legal entity or unincorporated organisa-
tion with a property management contract
[see Section 80/A(2) of the ötv].3

Various conclusions may be drawn from the
above. First, it can be seen that the management
of public assets and the right of financial man-
agement of public assets may be based on law or
contract. It is highly important from the aspect
of liability as well, since in a civil law sense this
is the basis for the separation of criminal liabil-
ity and contractual liability for tort, whereas in
a criminal law sense this is one of the criteria for
making a distinction between the facts of mis-
appropriation and negligence. The other impor-

tant conclusion is that the regulation of asset
management rights and the underlying proper-
ty management contract is not uniform and
complete at all, as different rules apply to state
assets and local government assets. 

A further problem is that the effective legal
regulations do not contain detailed provisions
regarding what rights the subjects in law that
become asset managers through contracts
exactly have. Asset management rights are
most similar to the so-called utilisation rights
within limited property rights, which means
that its beneficiary basically has the right of
possessing, using and exploiting the asset. At
the same time, due to the brief regulation, eco-
nomic agents cannot know exactly what rights
the asset manager has, and thus it is not clear
what transactions he is entitled to conclude.
For example, both in theory and practice the
question arose whether asset managers may
pledge or encumber in any other way the assets
managed by them.4 In my opinion, for
instance, hypothecation of any asset by the
asset manager is hard to imagine, since the right
of pledge as value right aims at the binding and
possible extraction of the value incarnated by
the thing. As asset managers are not entitled to
alienate the asset that is the object of the asset
management, they may not provide such right
for anybody else either, and if the selling of the
asset pledged is excluded, the extraction of the
value incarnated by the object is also impossi-
ble, and therefore foreclosure cannot be inter-
preted either. It is also questionable whether
asset managers may transfer with a contract the
owner’s partial rights exercised by them, and if
yes, under what conditions.

LIABILITY FOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

Although the term ‘liability’ in itself carries
various meanings, in this study it means liabili-
ty for breach of duty. Even in this sense many
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forms of liability are distinguished; according-
ly, political liability, moral liability and legal lia-
bility can be examined separately. Only legal
liability is discussed here.

The traditional legal dogmatic 
structure of legal liability

The traditional legal dogmatic structure of legal
liability contains several elements that raise
practical problems under the present economic
conditions. 

It intends to sanction individual acts deter-
mined on the basis of exact matters of fact.

It can primarily be interpreted for the nat-
ural person.

Its goal is mainly repressive, i.e. its main
objective is to retaliate for a breach of duty.5

The types of liability for breach of
duty committed in the domain of
financial management

Various types of legal liability for breach of
duty committed in the domain of financial
management are distinguished: more specifical-
ly, in the domain of the financial management
of public assets, the breach of the related duties
may entail various legal consequences. Labour
law, civil law and criminal liabilities are the
most important types of liability.

Labour law liability
In the scope of exercising the partial rights of
public ownership on public assets, decisions
are ultimately taken by natural persons or
bodies consisting of natural persons. The
activity performed or omission committed in
this domain are most often related to persons
in employment relationship. As a result of
culpable breach of duty by such persons,
mainly labour law liability may be established

and labour law consequences may be applied.
The forms of labour law liability and the rules
of procedure of establishing the legal conse-
quence vary depending on whether the person
who breached his/her duties related to finan-
cial management is in an employment rela-
tionship, public employee or civil servant legal
relationship. 

An employer may terminate an employee’s
employment relationship by extraordinary dis-
missal in the event that the latter wilfully or by
gross negligence commits a grave violation of
any substantive obligations arising from the
employment relationship [see Section 96(1)a) of
Act XXII of 1992 on the Labour Code]. 
A public employee or civil servant commits a
disciplinary offense if he/she culpably breaches
his/her substantive obligation stemming from the
public employee/public service legal relationship
[see Section 45(1) of Act XXXIII of 1992 on
the Legal Status of Public Employees – here-
inafter: kjt – and Section 50(1) of Act XXIII of
1992 on the Legal Status of Civil Servants –
hereinafter: ktv]. In the event that the fact of a
culpable breach of duty is proved within a dis-
ciplinary procedure, even the termination of
the legal relationship (dismissal, deprivation of
office) may be imposed as the most severe pun-
ishment. Liability for damages vis-à-vis the
employer may be related to the culpable breach
of duty arising from the legal relationship of the
employee, public employee or civil servant
[Section 166(1) of the Act on the Labour
Code, Section 81–81/A of the kjt and Section
57(1) of the ktv].

It follows from the above that if an employ-
ee’s, public employee’s or civil servant’s obliga-
tion stemming from his/her employment rela-
tionship is to perform careful financial manage-
ment of public assets, a culpable breach of this
duty may entail even the most severe labour
law consequences. Therefore, the question that
may arise here is what the obligations related to
the financial management of public assets are,
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and where the norms that give the substantive
law content of liability can be found. The lia-
bilities arising from employment, public
employee legal relationship and public service
legal relationship are determined by the rele-
vant legal regulations governing the legal rela-
tionship and the individual employment con-
tract as well as by the letter of appointment.
Accordingly, the basis of liability – especially
the requirements vis-à-vis the asset manager –
is determined by the background norm (other
legal regulation, contract) filling in the frame-
work of the matters of fact.

Civil law liability
Civil law liability for damages may also arise
within the scope of the financial management
of public assets. This kind of liability for dam-
ages may burden natural persons, legal entities
or other organisations as well vis-à-vis the
aggrieved party (in our case vis-à-vis the state,
the local government or the organisation that
exercises the owner’s rights). 

In the event that the asset management
right of the public asset manager is based on
law, he/she is liable for the damages caused by
him/her pursuant to the rules of criminal liabil-
ity (torts which are actionable per se), in con-
formity with Section 339 of Act IV of 1959 on
the Civil Code of the Republic of Hungary
(hereinafter: the Civil Code). Accordingly, the
person who causes damage to somebody else in
an unlawful manner is obliged to compensate
for the damage. However, they will be exempt
from the liability if they can prove that they
have acted as it can usually be expected in the
given situation. Consequently, unlawfulness
has to be proven here for the establishment of
liability. Theoretically, unlawfulness may origi-
nate from the breaching of any statutory obli-
gation. Liability for breach of duty within the
scope of financial management of public assets
can be established here if there is a causal rela-
tion between the damage and the breach of the

legal regulations relating to the management of
the assets.

In the event that the asset management
right of the public asset manager is based on a
contract, he/she is liable for the damages
caused by him/her pursuant to the rules of con-
tractual liability (liability for breach of con-
tract), in conformity with Section 318 of the
Civil Code. In this case the damage attributable
to a causal relation with the breach of a con-
tractual obligation has to be compensated for.
(Of course, the background of the given con-
tract is constituted by law in this case as well,
and the contract itself may also indicate the
legal regulation the provisions of which have to
be applied in respect of issues not regulated in
the contract.)

The situation in the case of civil law liability
is similar to the one described with regard to
labour law liability. Namely, the establishment
of liability for damages may be founded on
infringement of the law or breach of contract
referred to in the matters of fact; accordingly,
the framework of the matters of fact is filled in
by a background norm (other legal regulation,
contract) here as well.

Criminal liability
Criminal law also strives to provide protection
against disadvantages caused by the manage-
ment of assets by someone else. The two most
typical criminal law matters of fact that sanction
breach of duty committed in the scope of the
financial management of someone else’s assets
are misappropriation and negligence. Obviously,
public assets may also be the object of these two
criminal offenses, as the manager of public
assets manages someone else’s assets. It is worth
mentioning briefly that three theories evolved in
connection with the criminal offense called mis-
appropriation, which is discussed in more detail
in the legal literature: the theory of abuse, the
theory of breach of confidence and the theory of
breach of legal obligation.6
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Pursuant to Section 319(1) of Act IV of
1978 on the Criminal Code (hereinafter:
Criminal Code) misappropriation is commit-
ted by the person who was entrusted with the
management of someone else’s assets if he/she
causes pecuniary disadvantage by breaching
his/her resulting duties. This assignment may
be based either on a legal regulation or on a
contract. Article 320(1)http://jogszabalykere-
so.mhk.hu/cgi_bin/njt_doc.cgi?docid=3352.5
13097 – foot838http://jogszabalykereso.mhk.
hu/cgi_bin/njt_doc.cgi?docid=3352.513097 –
foot839 of the Criminal Code stipulates that
negligence is committed by the person who was
entrusted with the management or supervision
of someone else’s assets whose the management
or supervision is based on law, and breaching or
neglecting his/her resulting obligation causes
pecuniary disadvantage out of neglect.
Accordingly, this crime can only be committed
by a person whose mandate for the management
and supervision of the assets is based on law.

The ‘breach of an asset management obliga-
tion’ is only one framework in criminal law
matters of fact as well, the content of which is
provided by other legal regulations. According
to the legal literature, the main elements of the
content of the asset management obligation
can be determined on the basis of the provi-
sions of the Civil Code regarding the assign-
ment legal relationship as follows:

• safe-keeping of the assets,
• preserving the condition of the assets, 
• increasing of the wealth, 
• damage prevention,
• managing the subordinates and other asset

managers,
• informing the owner/principal, observing

his/her instructions,
• warning the owner/principal, if his/her

instructions are unreasonable and/or unpro-
fessional,

• using the services of other persons if nec-
essary,

• taking the necessary measures in con-
formity with the interests of the owner/
principal,

• launching court proceedings or other pro-
ceedings to enforce claims if necessary.7

It is clear that criminal law matters of fact are
of a framework nature; it can be established
here as well that the content of the criminal law
matters of fact can be explored using another
background norm.8

To sum up, the aforementioned labour law,
civil law and criminal liability matters of fact
are actually not independent norms; they
determine a framework, which is filled in by
other norms (primarily by other legal regula-
tions and, secondly, by contracts prepared on
the basis of the legal regulations). The basis
of liability is in fact regulated by a back-
ground norm, the given liability facts relate to
another norm and can be interpreted only
together with another norm. Accordingly,
this is where one may take note of the acci-
dental meeting of branches of law referred to
in the title – moreover, in various contexts.
Firstly, the underlying legal regulation of the
labour law or civil liability norm may even be
a constitutional or administrative norm,
whereas the application of civil law or admin-
istrative legal norms may also become neces-
sary in order to fill in the framework of the
criminal matters of fact. Secondly, it is obvi-
ous that identical matters of fact, a single act
or omission may as well entail several kinds of
legal consequences; thus it may happen that
labour law, civil law and criminal legal conse-
quences can be established at the same time
for a breach of duty committed in the finan-
cial management of public assets. Thirdly, it
needs to be mentioned that the historical
matters of fact implementing the breach of
duty in the scope of financial management of
public assets overlap the branches of law, and
this requires a complex knowledge from
those who apply the law.
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The crisis of the classical liability system
The social and economic development in recent
decades brought many novelties that render the
functioning of the traditional legal dogmatic
structure of legal liability outlined above much
more difficult. Only some of them are men-
tioned here:9

The result of the increasingly complex
economic developments is that economic deci-
sions are difficult to evaluate; a decision may
have negative and positive effects as well.

Economic organisations, the size of which
is increasing, apply decision-making mecha-
nisms that are complicated and complex both
in time and space.

Corporate decisions are frequent in con-
nection with financial management; moreover,
the decisions of various bodies are often built
on one another. This goes against the applica-
tion of liability schemes tailored to the individ-
ual, and although the law has elaborated the
legal solutions applicable to bodies (shared
responsibility, modes of complicity, joint and
several liability), one may still see that in spe-
cific cases those who apply the law have diffi-
culties in coping with the new challenges gen-
erated by the decisions taken by bodies.

The new Constitution 
and cardinal laws

It can be stated that the new Constitution of
Hungary has laid down the foundations of a
liability system for the financial management
of public assets, and prescribed various fur-
ther legislative obligations with regard to this
subject.

According to Article 38(1) of the chapter
entitled ‘The State’ of the new Constitution
‘The requirements for the ... responsible man-
agement of national assets shall be defined by a
cardinal Act’. Paragraph (3) stipulates that ‘the
limitations and conditions of the alienation of

national assets that are strategic in terms of the
national economy, shall be defined by a cardinal
Act’. Finally, Paragraph (5) adds: ‘All business
organisations owned by the State and local gov-
ernments shall perform independent economic
management in a lawful, responsible, practical
and efficient manner.’

As it can be established from the quotations,
the new Constitution defines several subject
matters of legislation related to the financial
management of public assets. The framework
of liability rules will be filled in, inter alia, by
the legal regulations created in this field; there-
fore, during their formulation this aspect will
also be have to taken into account.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the above, conclusions may be drawn
for both legislation and law enforcement. 

A precise and consistent conceptual appa-
ratus and a regulatory structure that have a uni-
form effect on the legal system as a whole
should be created, and the collisions of legal
regulations should be terminated in the field of
public assets and public ownership. This is
what is required first of all by the constitution-
al requirement of legal certainty. At the same
time, any inaccuracy or inconsistency arising
here may lead to wrong results in determining
the liability for the financial management of
public assets. 

The acts required to be created by the new
Constitution should be elaborated in a way that
they be suitable for filling in the liability provi-
sions of several branches of law, and the refer-
ential rules be adequately interpretable.

The regulation of the asset management
right should be standardised so that this type of
limited property right will have the same con-
tent in the Civil Code, in Act LXV of 1990 on
Local Governments as well as in Act CVI of
2007 on State Property.
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The content of the asset management right
should also be regulated more precisely than
now so that no doubts can arise with regard to
the partial rights that can be exercised by the
asset manager (such as the encumbrance of the
public asset) and in the field of the possibility
and conditions of transferring the partial rights.

It is also necessary to rethink the legal lia-
bility system both in a dogmatic and systemic
sense, also taking into consideration that liabil-
ity rules should be able to give an unambiguous
response to newer challenges. One of these
new challenges is the liability arising from the
complex, badly organised decision-making

mechanisms and corporate decisions. In con-
nection with the renewal of the liability system,
another important aspect may be putting
emphasis on prevention and reparation in addi-
tion to repression.

The conclusion that can be formulated in
terms of law enforcement is that the matters of
fact related to the liability for the financial
management of public assets are very complex;
moreover, the same facts may trigger various
kinds of legal consequences. Accordingly,
determining of the legal consequences related
to such matters of fact requires complex
expertise that spans branches of law.
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